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In the 1950's, Pomeranchuk1 predicted that, counterintuitively, liquid 3He may 

solidify upon heating, due to a high excess spin entropy in the solid phase. Here, using 

both local and global electronic entropy and compressibility measurements, we show 

that an analogous effect occurs in magic angle twisted bilayer graphene. Near a filling 

of one electron per moiré unit cell, we observe a dramatic increase in the electronic 

entropy to about ��� per unit cell. This large excess entropy is quenched by an in-plane 

magnetic field, pointing to its magnetic origin. A sharp drop in the compressibility as a 

function of the electron density, associated with a reset of the Fermi level back to the 

vicinity of the Dirac point, marks a clear boundary between two phases. We map this 

jump as a function of electron density, temperature, and magnetic field. This reveals a 

phase diagram that is consistent with a Pomeranchuk-like temperature- and field-

driven transition from a low-entropy electronic liquid to a high-entropy correlated state 

with nearly-free magnetic moments. The correlated state features an unusual 

combination of seemingly contradictory properties, some associated with itinerant 

electrons, such as the absence of a thermodynamic gap, metallicity, and a Dirac-like 

compressibility, and others associated with localized moments, such as a large entropy 

and its disappearance with magnetic field. Moreover, the energy scales characterizing 

these two sets of properties are very different: whereas the compressibility jump onsets 

at � ∼ ���, the bandwidth of magnetic excitations is ∼ �� or smaller. The hybrid 

nature of the new correlated state and the large separation of energy scales have key 

implications for the physics of correlated states in twisted bilayer graphene. 
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Systems of strongly interacting fermions exhibit a competition between localization, 

minimizing the potential energy, and itineracy, minimizing the kinetic energy. The advent 

of two-dimensional moiré systems, such as magic angle twisted bilayer graphene2–6 

(MATBG), opens a new route to study this physics by controlling the ratio between the 

electronic interactions and bandwidth in a highly tunable artificial lattice. In systems 

where this ratio is large, such as transition metal dichalcogenides hetero-bilayers, 

electrons tend to localize to the lattice sites, forming Mott insulators7,8. In the other 

extreme, where the electronic bandwidth is large, as in bilayer graphene with a large twist 

angle, a Fermi liquid state is formed in which electrons are itinerant. MATBG provides a 

fascinating example of a system at the boundary between these two extremes. This 

system shows a host of electronic phases, including correlated insulators3,9,10, Chern 

insulators11–13, superconductors4,9,10, and ferromagnets14,15. Scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy16–19 and electronic compressibility measurements20,21 indicate that in this 

system Coulomb interactions and kinetic energies are indeed comparable. In this regime, 

there is an inherent tension between localized and itinerant descriptions of the physics. 

Moreover, the growing understanding that the nearly-flat bands in MATBG have a 

topological character22–24 implies that a simple “atomic” description, in which electrons 

are localized to individual moiré lattice sites, may not be appropriate. Instead, a picture 

analogous to that of quantum Hall ferromagnetism has been proposed as an alternative 

starting point25–27. Understanding this interplay between itineracy and localization, and 

the new physics that emerges from it, remains a major challenge. 

In this work we find that, surprisingly, the correlated state in MATBG above a filling 

of one electron per moiré site has a hybrid nature, with some of its properties resembling 

those of an itinerant system, and others which are usually associated with localized 

electrons. Measurements of the electronic entropy at temperatures as low as a few Kelvin 

reveal that this state has an unusually large excess entropy, which is rapidly suppressed 

by a moderate in-plane magnetic field. This suggests that even at such low temperatures, 

there are strongly fluctuating magnetic moments in the system, a behavior that is typically 
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associated with local moments. On the other hand, our measurements find that this state 

is metallic and has no thermodynamic gap nearby, which is naturally understood within 

an itinerant picture.  

The presence of fluctuating moments at temperatures that are much smaller than 

the electronic bandwidth indicates the existence of a new, anomalously small energy 

scale associated with the bandwidth of magnetic excitations, which is an order of 

magnitude smaller than the energy scale where a jump appears in the compressibility21,28. 

This jump marks the boundary between the new state at 	 > 1 and the more familiar 

state at lower densities. By tracking the dependence of this boundary on temperature 

and magnetic field, we find that it exhibits an electronic analogue29–31 of the famous 

Pomeranchuk effect1 in 3He. In that system, a transition from a Fermi liquid to a solid 

occurs upon increasing temperature, driven by the high spin entropy of the localized 

atoms in the solid. Similarly, we find that the new state above 	 = 1 is favored relative to 

the metallic state at 	 < 1 upon raising the temperature, due the former’s high magnetic 

entropy. The same transition can also be driven by an in-plane magnetic field, due to the 

energy gain associated with polarizing the free moments. The existence of this hybrid 

state, with its itinerant electrons coexisting with strongly fluctuating magnetic moments, 

calls for a new understanding of electron correlations in MATBG. 

The data reported here is measured using two independent techniques on two 

conceptually different devices. The bulk of the results are obtained from local 

measurements of the electronic entropy32,33 and compressibility using a scanning 

nanotube single-electron transistor (SET) on hBN-encapsulated twisted bilayer device 

(Device 1, Fig. 1a). We focus on a spatial region whose twist angle is close to the 

theoretical magic angle, and is homogenous over a large area (5μm × 4μm) to within the 

third digit, � = 1.130 ± 0.005. Similar results are obtained from global entropy 

measurements using a monolayer graphene sensor to detect the chemical potential of 

MATBG (Device 2, Fig. 3a). Both methods have been described elsewhere21,34. 
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The inverse compressibility, ��/��, measured in Device 1 at � = 15K as a function 

of the filling factor, 	 = �/(��/4)  (where ns corresponds to four electrons per moiré unit 

cell), is shown in Fig. 1b. As reported previously21, sharp jumps in ��/�� are observed 

close to integer 	’s, where the system rapidly evolves from high to low compressibility, 

reflecting an abrupt reconstruction of the Fermi surface. These were termed Dirac revivals 

since they were interpreted as resets of partially filled energy bands back to near charge 

neutrality, leading to the decreased compressibility. As seen in the figure, the cascade of 

revivals is already very prominent at these relatively high temperatures (i.e. above typical 

correlated insulator and superconducting critical temperature scales). Measurements of 

!"" vs. 	 at various temperatures (Fig. 1c) show insulating behavior at 	 = 2 and semi-

metallic behavior at 	 = 0. As previously-noted35, !"" shows a step-like increase across 

	 ≈ 1 at high temperatures, and this feature gradually disappears with lowering the 

temperature (although a small peak in the resistivity close to 	 = 1 remains). This 

behavior is different from the insulating behavior observed at other integer filling factors. 

The unusual physics of the electronic state around 	 = 1 is revealed by measuring 

the dependence of the inverse compressibility, ��/��, on temperature, �, and parallel 

magnetic field, %∥. In Fig. 2a we examine the temperature dependence of ��/�� near 

	 = 1 at %∥ = 0T. At low temperature, a jump21 in ��/�� occurs at a filling factor slightly 

larger than 1. Increasing the temperature moves the jump towards a lower filling factor, 

and surprisingly, increases the magnitude of the jump, rather than smearing it. A similar 

measurement with %∥ = 12T is shown in Fig. 2b. Compared to %∥ = 0T, at low � the jump 

is much larger and closer to 	 = 1. Increasing the temperature at %∥ = 12T maintains the 

jump close to 	 = 1 and, oppositely to the %∥ = 0T case, reduces its amplitude and 

increases its width. 

The chemical potential, �(	, �) (measured relative to that at the charge neutrality 

point), can be obtained by integrating ��/�� over the density at different temperatures 

(Fig. 2c,d). We see that � has a strong temperature dependence for a certain range of 	′s. 

This is clearly seen when we plot � vs. � at two representative 	′s (Fig. 2c, inset). At 	 =
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0.2, � is practically independent of � (blue). In contrast, at 	 = 0.9 (red) we see that � is 

nearly constant until � ∼ 4K, after which it starts to decrease approximately linearly with 

�. At 	 > 1.15, � is again nearly temperature independent. Comparing � at %∥ = 0T (Fig. 

2c) and %∥ = 12T (Fig. 2d) reveals a clear contrast: whereas for %∥ = 0T, � is a decreasing 

function of temperature for 0.4 < 	 < 1.15, for %∥ = 12T, � decreases with � for 	 <
0.9 and increases for 	 > 0.9.  

 Measurements of the temperature dependence of � allow us to directly determine 

the entropy of the system, by integrating Maxwell’s relation: ,-�
-./

0
= − ,-2

-0/
.

, to obtain 

3(	, �) (where 3 is the entropy per moiré unit cell). For more details on the procedure of 

extracting the entropy, see Supplementary Information section SI1. Fig. 2e shows 3(	) at 

� ≈ 10K (obtained by extracting the slope of � vs. � in the range � = 4.5K − 15K), for 

%∥  = 0T, 4T,  8T, and 12T. At %∥ = 0T the entropy is small at low 	′s, climbs close to 

	 = 1, and remains roughly constant between 	 = 1 and 2 at about 1.267  per unit cell. 

Near 	 = 2 the entropy has a sharp drop, and it starts decreasing towards zero after 	 =
3. We note that the dependence of the entropy on 	 is qualitatively different from that 

of the compressibility. Specifically, whereas the compressibility drops sharply near 	 = 1 

(Fig. 2a), the entropy does not drop, but rather remains at a high value.  

An important insight into the origin of this large entropy can be gained by examining 

its magnetic field dependence. As seen in Fig. 2e, the entropy above 	 = 1 depends 

strongly on %∥. In particular, at %∥ = 12T, most of the entropy between 	 = 1 and 2 is 

quenched. The inset shows 3(%∥ = 0T) − 3(%∥ = 12T) vs. 	 (with errorbars indicated by 

the purple shading; see Supplementary Information SI1). The entropy difference increases 

sharply near 	 = 1, reaching a maximum of 0.9 ± 0.167 between 	 = 1 and 2. To 

appreciate the significance of this value, recall that an entropy of 67ln(2) ≈ 0.767 

corresponds to two degenerate states on each moiré unit cell. Moreover, in a Fermi liquid, 

we would expect a much weaker change of the entropy with %∥ (Supplementary 

Information SI4), of the order of 67 times the ratio of the Zeeman energy (about 1meV 

at %∥ = 12T) to the bandwidth, estimated to be = ∼ 30meV (see below). Finally, we 
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observe that the entropy vs. 	 at %∥ = 12T shows a cascade of drops following each 

integer 	, similar to the cascade of revivals seen in the compressibility (Supplementary 

Info. SI5), as obtained in a mean-field calculation (Supplementary Info. SI3). The dramatic 

quenching of entropy by a moderate in-plane magnetic field is strongly suggestive of its 

magnetic origin.  

To test the robustness of our results, we measured the entropy in a completely 

different setup, in which a sheet of monolayer graphene is used to sense the chemical 

potential of the MATBG, averaged over the entire device34 (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shows the 

entropy extracted in three different temperature ranges. In particular, we see that the 

entropy from global measurements done in the range � = 4K − 16K (blue curve, Fig. 3b) 

is in good agreement with the locally measured one over a similar range of temperatures 

(see inset for a comparison). The agreement is both in the overall shape and magnitude 

of 3(	), and in detailed features, such as the step-like drop near 	 = 2. The global 

measurement setup further extends the experiment to the high temperature regime. As 

seen in Fig. 3b, upon raising the temperature, the minimum in the entropy at 	 = 0 

gradually fills in, evolving from a double-dome structure at low � (corresponding to the 

valence and conduction flat bands) to a single dome at high �. This high temperature 

dependence can be qualitatively reproduced by a naïve calculation for a system of non-

interacting electrons in Dirac bands, whose density of states rises linearly from the charge 

neutrality point until the band edges (Fig. 3c). The merging of the domes in 3(	) occurs 

when the temperature exceeds some fraction of the bandwidth. Calibrating the 

bandwidth in the calculation using the measured entropy at � ≈ 55K gives = ≈ 30meV 

(where = is the full bandwidth – from valence band bottom to conduction band top), in 

rough agreement with the values deduced from STM16–19 and compressibility34 

experiments. Of course, we do not expect the free-electron picture to apply at low 

temperatures, since there interactions change the physics dramatically. We note that the 

measured 3(	) in the valence band (Fig. 3b) is approximately a mirror image of 3(	) in 

the conduction band, although it is somewhat smaller and has less pronounced features. 
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This is consistent with the fact that the observed cascade of revivals in the inverse 

compressibility is weaker in the valence band relative to that in the conduction band21,34. 

Our results so far show that a dramatic change occurs in the compressibility and the 

entropy near 	 = 1. The compressibility experiences an abrupt drop at the revival 

transition (Fig. 2a,b), and at approximately the same filling, the magnetic-field-dependent 

part of the entropy sharply rises (Fig. 2e, inset). This rapid change may be due to a 

continuous buildup of electronic correlations.  Alternatively, it can be interpreted as an 

underlying first-order phase transition between two distinct phases. Naively, one would 

then expect a discontinuous jump in thermodynamic properties and hysteretic behavior 

across the transition, which are not observed. However, we note that a true first-order 

phase transition can never occur in two dimensions in the presence of disorder or long-

range Coulomb interactions36, as these will always broaden the transition into a 

mesoscale coexistence region. Experimentally, since the observed compressibility revival 

feature is relatively sharp, it can be precisely tracked, mapping a phase diagram as the 

function of temperature and magnetic field. Below, we show that interpreting this revival 

feature as a proxy for a first-order transition naturally explains much of the underlying 

physics.  

We define the filling factor 	? of the revival feature as the midpoint of the sharp rise 

in ��/�� (tracking the beginning or the end of the rise leads to similar conclusions, see 

Supplementary Info. SI5). As we have seen in Fig. 2a, raising the temperature leads to an 

observable change in 	?. A similar measurement of ��/�� vs. ν at different magnetic 

fields (Fig. 4a) shows that 	? also shifts with %∥. The measured locations of the revival 

feature as a function of %∥ and � form a surface in the (	, %∥, �) space, shown in Fig. 4b. 

Projections of this surface onto the (ν, %∥) and (ν, �) planes are presented in Figs. 4c,d. 

Examining the magnetic field dependence of 	? (Fig. 4c), we see that at � = 2.8K, 	? is 

weakly dependent on %∥ at low fields, but starts to decrease linearly with field above %∥ ≈
4T. At higher temperatures, 	? is similarly insensitive to magnetic field at low %∥, and 
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decreases with increasing %∥ at higher fields. The crossover field between the two 

behaviors increases as the temperature increases. 

Another interesting aspect of the evolution of 	? is highlighted by looking at its 

temperature dependence at the different magnetic fields (Fig. 4d). At %∥ = 0T (blue) 	? 

is linear in � at low temperatures, and curves up at higher temperatures. As the magnetic 

field increases, the entire curve shifts towards smaller 	’s, and simultaneously its slope at 

low temperatures changes sign. At the highest field, %∥ = 12T, 	? first increases with 

temperature, reaches a maximum at � ≈ 9K, and then decreases at a higher �.   

The phenomenology seen in Figs. 4b-d can be understood within a simple 

interpretation, in terms of a first-order phase transition at 	 = 	? between two phases: 

a Fermi liquid phase below 	?, and a ‘free moment’ phase above it. The latter phase has 

a high concentration of free moments (of the order of one per moiré site), coexisting with 

a low density of itinerant electrons. Within this framework, the movement of the 

transition point 	? as a function of %∥ and � reflects the magnetization and entropy 

differences between the two neighboring phases.  

At %∥ = 0T, the free moment phase has a higher entropy than the Fermi liquid, due 

to thermal fluctuations of the moments. Hence, the former phase becomes increasingly 

entropically-favorable the higher the temperature. This explains the observed decrease 

of 	? with increasing � at low fields (Fig. 4d). Raising the temperature at a fixed 	 may 

therefore drive a transition from the Fermi liquid to the free moments phase, an 

electronic analogue of the Pomeranchuk effect. As %∥ increases and the Zeeman energy 

exceeds the temperature, the moments become nearly fully polarized and their entropy 

is quenched (as is observed directly in Fig. 2e). Consequently, one expects that at low 

temperatures and sufficiently high fields, the Fermi liquid phase would be favored by 

raising the temperature, but that this trend will reverse once the temperature becomes 

larger than the Zeeman energy. This explains the non-monotonic behavior of 	? as a 

function of �, seen at %∥ = 12T in Fig. 4d. The main features of the phase boundary are 

qualitatively reproduced in an explicit model for the thermodynamics of the two phases 
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(see Supplementary Info. SI7), as shown in the insets of Figs. 4b,c,d. We note that, 

although this simple model of a transition between a Fermi liquid and a localized moment 

phase explains much of the phenomenology present in Fig. 4, a complete understanding 

requires a more detailed consideration of interactions also for 	 < 	? (e.g. to account for 

negative compressibility, revival strength, etc)21,34. 

To conclude, our measurements reveal the emergence of a large entropy above 	 =
1. This excess entropy is suppressed upon the application of a magnetic field, highlighting 

its magnetic origin. We observe two regions with vastly different properties on either side 

of 	 = 1. We map the boundary between these two regions, and show that it can be 

naturally understood as a transition from a Fermi liquid-like phase to a free moment 

phase. The latter has several highly unusual characteristics: its moments remain strongly 

fluctuating down to very low temperatures (3K or less), much lower than the electronic 

bandwidth and the onset temperature of the revival feature in the compressibility. 

Moreover, this phase is compressible and metallic, with no sign of a thermodynamic gap. 

These observations raise important challenges for our understanding of electron 

correlations in MATBG. In particular, what is the origin of the soft magnetic excitations? 

Such soft collective modes have been predicted in insulting states of MATBG25–27. 

However, our experiments do not exhibit insulating behavior near 	 = 1. One can 

imagine such soft modes emerging also in a gapless state, either as low-energy magnetic 

collective excitations of itinerant electrons, or due to a partial localization of some of the 

electrons, coexisting with other itinerant ones. The existence of such free moments at 

low temperatures should have far-reaching consequences for the transport behavior and 

the phase diagram of this fascinating strongly correlated electron system.  
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Figure 1: Experimental setup and device characterization. a. A nanotube-based single electron transistor 

(SET) is used to measure the local electronic compressibility and entropy of magic angle twisted bilayer 

graphene (MATBG). The MATBG is encapsulated between top and bottom h-BN layers (not shown) and has 

a metallic back-gate. By monitoring the current through the SET, we track changes in the MATBG chemical 

potential, ��, in response to a density modulation, ��, produced by an a.c. voltage on the back-gate21, 

AB7C . A d.c. back-gate voltage, B7C , sets the overall carrier density in the MATBG, n. Some of the 

measurements are performed in a parallel magnetic field, %∥ (indicated). b. Inverse compressibility, ��/��, 

measured as a function of the moiré lattice filling factor, 	 = �/(��/4), at � = 15D (�� is the density that 

correspond to 4 electrons per moiré site). Measurements are done on a large spatial domain 

(~5�F × 4�F) throughout which the twist angle is extremely homogenous, � = 1.130∘ ± 0.005 

(measured by spatial mapping of the B7C  that corresponds to ��, as in Refs. 21,38). As seen previously21, a 

jump of ��/�� appears near all integer filling factors. This jump corresponds to a Fermi surface 

reconstruction, in which some combination of the spin/valley flavors filling is reset back to near the charge 

neutrality point, and correspondingly ��/�� shows a cascade of sawtooth features as a function of density. 

The trace is measured at � = 15K, showing that even at this high temperature this sawtooth cascade is 

well developed c. Two-probe resistance, H, measured as a function of 	  and temperature. Notice that 

unlike the inverse compressibility, which measures a local quantity, the resistance gives an averaged result 

over domains with different twist angle. Therefore, the resistance maxima are slightly shifted from the usual 

integer 	 values, probably because another domain with a small difference in twist angle dominates the 

transport characteristics globally. 
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Figure 2: Measurement of large magnetic entropy above I = �. a. Inverse compressibility, ��/��, as a 

function of 	, near 	 = 1, measured at zero parallel magnetic field, %∥ = 0�, and at several temperatures. 

With increasing �, the jump in ��/�� moves toward lower 	 and becomes stronger. b. Same measurement 

done at %∥ ≈ 12�. Here, opposite to the zero-field case, increasing � reduces the magnitude of the ��/�� 

jump, as expected from thermal smearing. c. The chemical potential �(	) (relative to that of the charge 

neutrality point) at %∥ = 0�, obtained by integrating the ��/�� signal in panel a with respect to �. Inset: 

�(�, 	) − �(� = 2.8D, 	) for 	 = 0.2 (blue) and 	 = 0.9 (red). At 	 = 0.2 the chemical potential is nearly 

temperature independent, whereas at 	 = 0.9 it is roughly constant until � ∼ 4K and then start decreasing 

approximately linearly with �. d. Similar to c, but at %∥ = 12�. In contrast to the zero-field case, here, below 

	 ≈ 0.9 , � decreases with � while above 	 ≈ 0.9 � increases with �. e. The electronic entropy in units of 

67  per moiré unit cell, as a function of 	 at � ≈ 10K and at various parallel magnetic fields, %∥ = 0,4,8,12T. 

To obtain the entropy we determine the partial derivative (J�/J�).,7∥  from a linear fit to the measured � 

vs. � in the range � = 4.5K − 15K. The entropy per moiré cell is then obtained by integrating  Maxwell’s 

relation: (J3/J	)0,7∥ = −(J�/J�).,7∥  , over 	 (see Supp Info. for details) . At %∥ = 0 the entropy climbs 

rapidly near 	 = 1 to a value of 1.267 per moiré cell. Inset: the difference between the entropies at low 

and high fields, 3(%∥ = 0T) − 3(%∥ = 12T). The purple shading shows the estimated error bar.  
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the Entropy. a. Experimental setup for measuring the global 

entropy, averaged over the entire device34. The device consists of MATBG and a monolayer graphene (MLG) 

sensor layer, separated by an ultrathin (1 �F) layer of h-BN (not shown), as well as top and bottom metallic 

gates.  By balancing the electrochemical potential of the adjacent layers in the device, we can obtain the 

relationship between the density and chemical potential of MATBG and MLG and the gate voltages applied 

to the system. In the special case where the density of MLG is zero, i.e. at its charge neutrality point, the 

chemical potential of MATBG is directly proportional to the voltage applied to the top gate. This technique 

allows us to reliably extract the chemical potential and entropy of MATBG at temperatures up to 70 K.  b. 

The measured entropy, in units of 67  per moiré unit cell, as a function of 	 at three different temperature 

ranges (top legend). The entropy derivative, �3/�	, is obtained from a linear fit to � vs. � in the 

corresponding temperature range, and is then integrated over 	 to yield the entropy per moiré unit cell 

(similar to Fig. 2e). Inset: comparison between the 	 dependences of the entropies, measured at the low 

temperature range, obtained from local and global measurements. c. The entropy as a function of 	 and � 

calculated for a system of four degenerate non-interacting Dirac bands (whose density of states climbs 

linearly with energy from the Dirac point to the end of the conduction or the valence band). The color-

coded lines show the curves whose temperatures correspond to the mean of the temperature ranges of 

the experimental curves. The gray lines represent the entire evolution from zero temperature to high 

temperature, where the entropy saturates on a value of 8K�(2) ≈ 5.5, where the factor 8 reflects the total 

number of energy bands. A bandwidth of = = 30FLBis chosen such that the calculated value of the 

entropy at the highest temperature roughly matches the one obtained from the measured curve at the 

same temperature.  
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Figure 4: Experimental phase diagram. a. The inverse compressibility, ��/��, measured as a function of 

	 near 	 = 1, at several values of parallel magnetic field, %∥. We track the filling factor that corresponds to 

the center the jump in ��/�� (labeled 	? ). Visibly, the application of %∥ pushes 	?  to lower values. b. 

Measured 	? as a function of %∥ and �, plotted as dots in the (	, %∥, �) space (the dots are colored by their 

temperature). The dashed lines are polynomial fits to the dots at constant %∥ or constant �. Inset: the same 

surface calculated from a simple model that assumes a transition between a Fermi liquid and a metallic 

phase that contains one free moments per moiré site (see text). c. Projection of the data in panel b onto 

the (	, %∥) plane, showing the dependence of 	? on %∥ for various temperatures. At low fields, 	? is 

independent of field but it becomes linear in %∥ at high fields, a behavior expected from the field 

polarization of free moments (see text). Inset: curves calculated from the model. d. Projection onto the 

(ν, �) plane, showing the dependence of 	?  on � for various magnetic fields. At %∥ = 0�, 	? is linear in � 

at small � ‘s and then curves up at higher �’s. At high magnetic field, the dependence of 	?  on � becomes 

non-monotonic. Inset: curves calculated from the model.  
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Figure 1

Experimental setup and device characterization. a. A nanotube-based single electron transistor (SET) is
used to measure the local electronic compressibility and entropy of magic angle twisted bilayer graphene
(MATBG). The MATBG is encapsulated between top and bottom h-BN layers (not shown) and has a
metallic back-gate. By monitoring the current through the SET, we track changes in the MATBG chemical
potential, dµ, in response to a density modulation, dn, produced by an a.c. voltage on the back-gate21,
ðVBG. A d.c. back-gate voltage, VBG, sets the overall carrier density in the MATBG, n. Some of the
measurements are performed in a parallel magnetic �eld, B (indicated). b. Inverse compressibility, dµ/dn,
measured as a function of the moiré lattice �lling factor, U = n/(nc/4), at T = 15K (nc is the density that
correspond to 4 electrons per moiré site). Measurements are done on a large spatial domain (~5µN ×
4µN) throughout which the twist angle is extremely homogenous, 8 = 1.130 ± 0.005 (measured by
spatial mapping of the VBG that corresponds to nc, as in Refs. 21,38). As seen previously21, a jump of
dµ/dn appears near all integer �lling factors. This jump corresponds to a Fermi surface reconstruction, in
which some combination of the spin/valley �avors �lling is reset back to near the charge neutrality point,
and correspondingly dµ/dn shows a cascade of sawtooth features as a function of density. The trace is
measured at T = 15K, showing that even at this high temperature this sawtooth cascade is well developed
c. Two-probe resistance, R, measured as a function of v and temperature. Notice that unlike the inverse
compressibility, which measures a local quantity, the resistance gives an averaged result over domains
with different twist angle. Therefore, the resistance maxima are slightly shifted from the usual integer U
values, probably because another domain with a small difference in twist angle dominates the transport
characteristics globally.



Figure 2

Measurement of large magnetic entropy above U = 1. a. Inverse compressibility, dµ/dn, as a function of U,
near U = 1, measured at zero parallel magnetic �eld, B = 0T, and at several temperatures. With increasing
T, the jump in dµ/dn moves toward lower U and becomes stronger. b. Same measurement done at B ≈
12T. Here, opposite to the zero-�eld case, increasing T reduces the magnitude of the dµ/dn jump, as
expected from thermal smearing. c. The chemical potential µ(v) (relative to that of the charge neutrality
point) at B = 0T, obtained by integrating the dµ/dn signal in panel a with respect to n. Inset: µ(T, v) − µ(T
= 2.8K, v) for v = 0.2 (blue) and v = 0.9 (red). At v = 0.2 the chemical potential is nearly temperature
independent, whereas at v = 0.9 it is roughly constant until T  4K and then start decreasing
approximately linearly with T. d. Similar to c, but at B = 12T. In contrast to the zero-�eld case, here, below
v ≈ 0.9 , µ decreases with T while above v ≈ 0.9 µ increases with T. e. The electronic entropy in units of kB
per moiré unit cell, as a function of v at T ≈ 10K and at various parallel magnetic �elds, B = 0,4,8,12T. To
obtain the entropy we determine the partial derivative ( ∂µ/ ∂T)v,B from a linear �t to the measured µ vs.
T in the range T = 4.5K − 15K. The entropy per moiré cell is then obtained by integrating Maxwell’s
relation: ( ∂s/ ∂U)T,B = −( ∂µ/ ∂T)v,B , over v (see Supp Info. for details) . At B = 0 the entropy climbs
rapidly near v = 1 to a value of 1.2kB per moiré cell. Inset: the difference between the entropies at low and
high �elds, s(B = 0T) − s(B = 12T). The purple shading shows the estimated error bar.



Figure 3

Temperature dependence of the Entropy. a. Experimental setup for measuring the global entropy,
averaged over the entire device34. The device consists of MATBG and a monolayer graphene (MLG)
sensor layer, separated by an ultrathin (1 nN) layer of h-BN (not shown), as well as top and bottom
metallic gates. By balancing the electrochemical potential of the adjacent layers in the device, we can
obtain the relationship between the density and chemical potential of MATBG and MLG and the gate
voltages applied to the system. In the special case where the density of MLG is zero, i.e. at its charge
neutrality point, the chemical potential of MATBG is directly proportional to the voltage applied to the top
gate. This technique allows us to reliably extract the chemical potential and entropy of MATBG at
temperatures up to 70 K. b. The measured entropy, in units of kB per moiré unit cell, as a function of U at
three different temperature ranges (top legend). The entropy derivative, ds/dv, is obtained from a linear �t
to µ vs. T in the corresponding temperature range, and is then integrated over v to yield the entropy per
moiré unit cell (similar to Fig. 2e). Inset: comparison between the v dependences of the entropies,
measured at the low temperature range, obtained from local and global measurements. c. The entropy as
a function of v and T calculated for a system of four degenerate non-interacting Dirac bands (whose
density of states climbs linearly with energy from the Dirac point to the end of the conduction or the
valence band). The color- coded lines show the curves whose temperatures correspond to the mean of
the temperature ranges of the experimental curves. The gray lines represent the entire evolution from zero
temperature to high temperature, where the entropy saturates on a value of 8ln(2) ≈ 5.5, where the factor
8 re�ects the total number of energy bands. A bandwidth of W = 30meV is chosen such that the
calculated value of the entropy at the highest temperature roughly matches the one obtained from the
measured curve at the same temperature.



Figure 4

Experimental phase diagram. a. The inverse compressibility, dµ/dn, measured as a function of U near U =
1, at several values of parallel magnetic �eld, B. We track the �lling factor that corresponds to the center
the jump in dµ/dn (labeled UR ). Visibly, the application of B pushes UR to lower values. b. Measured UR
as a function of B and T, plotted as dots in the (U, B, T) space (the dots are colored by their
temperature). The dashed lines are polynomial �ts to the dots at constant B or constant T. Inset: the
same surface calculated from a simple model that assumes a transition between a Fermi liquid and a
metallic phase that contains one free moments per moiré site (see text). c. Projection of the data in panel
b onto the (U, B) plane, showing the dependence of UR on B for various temperatures. At low �elds, UR
is independent of �eld but it becomes linear in B at high �elds, a behavior expected from the �eld
polarization of free moments (see text). Inset: curves calculated from the model. d. Projection onto the (ν,
T) plane, showing the dependence of UR on T for various magnetic �elds. At B = 0T, UR is linear in T at
small T ‘s and then curves up at higher T’s. At high magnetic �eld, the dependence of UR on T becomes
non-monotonic. Inset: curves calculated from the model.
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